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__________________________________________________________________________________                       
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH
__________________________________________________________________________________
In the Matter of                                                                                                    DOCKET NO.: 17-035-62
Darlene Schmidt                     Downes v. Bidwell court  Demanded                                       
                                                                
v.                                  Jury Demanded  
                                                              
Rocky Mt. Power Corp                                                                                                    Subject JURISDICTION
________________________________________________________________________________
Pursuant to Code 54-3-1, 54-3-3, 54-3-7, 57-1-1(3), America's jurisdiction system, and the US ratified constitution, I 
move this court to considered my issues:
        

1.  Does 54-3-1's 'just and reasonable' mandate bar Rocky Mt. Power attaching an RF meter to my home that fails to 
provide safety and health?

2.   Does 54-3-1's 'just and reasonable' mandate, bar Rocky Mt. Power attaching an RF meter to my home that fails to 
implement, FCC's mandate that states will adopt health and safety standards, established by  IEEE, National Toxicology 
Program, Bioinitiative 2012's studies, and other reliable studies?  

3.  Does 54-3-1's 'just and reasonable' bar Rocky Mt. Power attaching an RF meter to my home that charges double the 
electricity used?  

4.  Does the above law bar RMP's RF meter attachment because her schedule failed to reveal the RF meter's hidden 
internal program doubles the charges?

5. Is it RMP's burdened to prove their schedule's reveals RMP attached equipment. provides safety, health, comfort and 
convenience to all Utah patrons according to the above code 54-3-1?  

6. Is the RMP employee's claim they are doing what PSC has directed them to do to meet the just and reasonable fees, 
safety, health and other, now found to be  false, mean UT's government is liable for irreparable harm from signing off 
on RMP schedules allowing RF microwave constant emissions that caused my daily heart attacks during the 2016 year? 

7.  Is the burden of my health's harm, murder, and torture, RMP''s willful and deliberate refusal to inform me this meter's 
50 yr. IEEE studies do result in irreparable health damage and death by torture, is a risk RMP chose instead of PSC?

8.  Does 54-3-1 amend the Preamble's secured blessings of liberty to be unsecured blessings of liberty because 
population reduction is a Utah's unwritten mandate?

8.A. How do RMP employees communicate with the RMP corporate ghost/idol, when history shows it is impossible to 
explain the Emperor's New Clothes document, telling of an Emperor, dressed in his invisible, intangible, contemplation 
of fabric law, artificial, non-existent clothing, was declared clothed until  a shouting child said: the Emperor is Naked?

Is it impossible to explain why RMP employees think they are doing what RMP Corp dictates?

Does the definition:  intangible, invisible, contemplation of law, artificial person describe a ghost?

9. Does any mandate in 54-3-7 contract law grant RMP authority to steal my identity to cancel my Utah Power and 
Light analog contract and then re-contract with themselves for an RF meter serial murder contract that murdered me at 
least once?
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Does 54-3-7 allow RMP to cancel any contract without agreement from the other party involved?

Did RMP cancel my analog contract without agreement from myself?

10. Is RMP's identity theft and RF re-contracting repugnant to our ratified constitution's blessings of liberty?

11. Does RMP's staff have authority, power, and jurisdiction to use RF waves as part of their cult religious human 
sacrifice ceremonies, exposed by Rod Decker,  reporting on the leaked LDS Pace Memo's claim, a cult has infiltrated 
the LDS church and is using the church?

Does the refusal to replace the RF meter with a safer analog meter show RMP is determined to maintain her harmful 
health and safety standard?

Did you determine the health and safety standard used in the RF meter's intrinsic waves to determine humans survive on 
a radiation diet?

12.  Does RMP have legislative powers from the above law to use opposite meaning in their unsupervised schedule 
which is received, read and signed without any PSC investigation as Ms. Wright testified during a meeting at my home?

Do you know of any schedules that have deceived CPS?
Do you know of any schedules that failed to reveal the danagers of RF meter radiation poisoning?

Does the chart you used show RM meters are dangerous or safe?

What makes RF meters dangerous?
What makes RF meters safe?

10. Do RMP's RF schedules meet 54-3-1 mandate all charges shall be just and reasonable?

Do the RF internal doubling program show patrons are charged for unused electricity?

Are RMP charges repugnant to the ratified constitution?

11. Is signing RMP's RF schedule an act of treason that is repugnant to the ratified constitution?

12. Does RMP's RF meter's secret internal program, doubling my bill by charging for unused electricity, a scam 
mocking the "just and reasonable" and 'safety, health, comfort and convenience of its patrons' in the above 54-3-1 law?

13. Does the conviction, removal and eventual destruction of Sen. Grainer show God is actively involved in protecting 
his children from criminals in office?

14.  Does the destruction of Mark Shirtleff show God is now moving against criminals/vigilantes in office refusing to 
implement the rule of law?

15. Are RMP's removal fees to replaces the RF meter with another RF meter repugnant to the above law?

Does Utah law allow citizens to choose to remove the RF meter?

Does Utah law allow RMP to choose what meter goes back on?

Does Utah law mandate RMP only perk is to be paid for electricity actually used?
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Would refusal to repolace the RF meter show the analog meter does not charge for unused electricity?

Does the law determine the replacement meter instead of RMP?

Does allowing patrons to determine replacing the RF meter with an analog meter a secured blessing of liberty?

Does turning an antenna house into a health safe house the intent of Utah law?

Does the health safety mandate exercise secured blessings of liberty, A. 1, 7, 9, 13, 14?

16. Is RMP's believe they are entitled to maintain their RF serial murders with removal and replacement with the same 
meter repugnant to the ratified constitution?

Does replacing an RF meter with another RF meter resolve any radiation sensitivities?

Does replacing an RF meter with another RF meter prove the RF meter is giving RMP some unrevealed financial 
advantage?

Does RMP's claim only RMP's ghost has secured blessings of liberty and there must determine the RF meter 
replacement, prove RMP has a thirst for human life?

Are these l6 RMP demands repugnant to the US ratified constitution?
Are these l6 RMP demands repugnant to Dartmouth v. Woodward?
Are these 16 RMP demands repugnant to Downes v. Bidwell?
  

17. Does the above law recognize RMP's identity theft re-contract to authorize replaing the safer analog meter for the 
serial murdering RF meter, also repugnant?

18. Is Utah's recognizing identity theft's cancellation of the analog meter contract repugnant to the US ratified 
Constitution?

19.  Does Utah's cheek turning, hand washing, to RMP's identity theft, re-contracting for an RF meter with themselves, a 
title of nobility, baring prosecution for using an RF meter for serial torturing and death,  transfer these criminal serial 
murders to the PSC?

20. Do FCC standards govern the public utilities commission and PSC?

21. Does FCC's Wireless Devices and Health Concerns Current Exposure Limit's" regulations

(there is no federally developed national standard for safe levels of exposure to radio frequency (RF) energy, many 
federal agencies have addressed this important issue)

allow PSC to do whatever RMP demands?

Must PSC adopt a health care standard from IEEE or other such organization?
Must PSC toss IEEE and other such organization health care standards and implement RMP's schedule health care 
standards?

22. Is Ms. Wright's claim 'Utah is a state and not the federal' evidence of internal knownedge Utah has secretly 
succeeded from the Union and will not submit to obeying FCC regulations?

23. Does FCC's Wireless Devices and Health Concerns Current Exposure Limits, para 2, mandate PSC rely upon RF 
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exposure for health safety, found in IEEE's 50 year studies, congress' National Toxicology Program, and other studies 
from reputable scientists and doctors such as the B ioinitiative2012 report's latest warnings, show FCC has set a safe 
health standard?

http://www.bioinitiative.org/media/press-releases/

24. Does FCC's Wireless Devices and Health Concerns Current Exposure Limits, para 2, (Federal, state and local 
government agencies and other organizations have generally relied on RF exposure standards developed by expert non-
government organizations such as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)) place the burden upon 
PSC instead of the FCC for all liability for health safety harm and serial RF murders done by the RF meter on PSC, 
instead of the FCC?

25.  Is Ms. Wright's claim Utah is a state not the federal show Utah has assumed health care liability for implementing 
Rocky Mt Power's RF meter schedule causing harm, torture, and serial murders of Utah's old, sick and young 
population?

26.  Does FCC's guide: WHAT LEVELS ARE SAFE FOR EXPOSURE TO RF ENERGY, Para 2

(The FCC guidelines for human exposure to RF electromagnetic fields were derived from the recommendations of two 
expert organizations, the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) and the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)) and Para 3 (The threshold level is a Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) value 
for the whole body of 4 watts per kilogram (4 W/kg)) and Para 4 (In addition, the NCRP, IEEE and ICNIRP guidelines 
for maximum permissible exposure are different for different transmitting frequencies.  This is due to the finding 
(discussed above) that whole-body human absorption of RF energy varies with the frequency of the RF signal.  The 
most restrictive limits on whole-body exposure are in the frequency range of 30-300 MHz where the human body 
absorbs RF energy most efficiently when the whole body is exposed)

strike and overturn  PSC's decision to allow RF meters to be placed on my residence in 2008 without my permission or 
knowledge or training that RF meters, will turn my house into an antenna where I will  no longer be able to survive the 
constant RF meter house wire radiation poisoning coming from static electrical transient 200 MHz, and the magnet 
fields from flowing current?  

Are RF transient 30-300 MHz felt any more than x rays?
Have you had an x ray?
Did you feel the damage that was done to your body from that X ray?
Would you know if any damage has occurred from x ray exposure?

27. Is RF microwave electricity radiation poison on my antenna house wires repugnant to the above law?

28. Is the RF electric  microwave on my house wires that are forcing me to live inside an RF antenna where I cannot 
escape its 24/7 static 200 MHz and magnetic fields created by flowing electricity, proof of repugnance and serial 
murder?  

29. Does the above law mandate RMP to have informed and trained me how to escape the easily absorbed 30-300 MHz 
antenna frequencies?  

Is it possible to escape RF meter antenna frequencies?
Is removal of the RF meter the only way to escape RM intrinsic antenna and and magnetic fields?

Did RMP rely upon LED and CFR bulbs deceit they are safe to install unsafe RF meters to health safety and will not be 
prosecuted for serial murders?

Must RF meters everywhere be removed to meet the health safety mandate of Utah law?
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30. Does the RMP chart's limiting expose to 6 minutes and damage at 30 minutes  used at my home to show their RF 
meter is safe, an admission and knowledge of irreparable damage from the 3-5 daily hours spent at my table doing 
phone shopping, sewing, cooking, eating, school work, crafting...with my chair less than 8 inches from  RMP's RF 
meter, show RMP deliberately brought the chart to maintain fraud and deceive PSC and hopefully myself?

Was Ms. Wright the only one accepting of RMP chart fraud and deceit?

31. Does ignoring FCC guide pages show RMP is using RF radiation poisoning in cult religious sacrifices of Utah's old 
and young citizens?  

What ages are more vulnerable to environmental toxins?  
Have you heard weathermen warn the old and young to stay out of environmental smog? Have you heard weathermen 
warn the old and young to say out of house wire inside antenna rays? 

32. Does secured blessings of liberty allow me, not RMP, to determine if I desire being murdered with radiation RF 
poison?

33. Does the secrecy in attaching an RF meter to my home prove RMP knew her RM meter is a torturing serial murder 
weapon that needed fraud, deceit and shielding to include me in a cult sacrificial ceremonies?

Does RF secrecy health damage show PSC has been infiltrated by the LDS cult and is using CSP to prevent murer 
prosecutions?

Do RMP employees have RF meters on their private homes?

Have any RMP schedules been rejected by PSC?

 How man PSC employees are members of the LDS church?
How many PSC employees would be described as unable to harm a hair on anyone's head?
How many PSC employees take medication to stay in reality?
How many PSC employees appear to be living a dual life...helpless v. violent raging fiends thirsting for human blood?

How many PSC employees voted as their prophet said in the last presidential election?

How many PSC employees are aware of the leaked Pace Memo telling of the LDS cult infilitrating the church and using 
it for their needs?

How many PSC employees set off fireworks each year?

34.  Did attaching the analog meter to my home, change its ownership to me through the real estate law that attachments 
to my home become part of my property?  

35. Does 57-1-1(3) affirm 'products furnished for services rendered' transfers ownership of the metering device 
necessary for rendering services to me, the home owner, that  after attachment the RE meter is part of my real property:  
appurtenances belonging to, used, or enjoyed with the land or any part of the land, BELONG TO THE LAND AND 
OWNER INSTEAD OF RMP?

36. Does Bouvier's appurtenance definition affirm Utah's above real estate law, changed ownership of the attached 
analog and RF meter to myself?

(APPURTENANCES. In common parlance and legal acceptation, is used to signify something belonging to another 
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thing as principal, and which passes as incident to the principal thing. 10 Peters, R. 25; Angell, Wat. C. 43; 1 Serg. & 
Rawle, 169; 5 S. & R. 110; 5 S. & R. 107; Cro. Jac. 121 3 Saund. 401, n. 2; Wood's Inst. 121 Rawle, R. 342; 1 P. Wms. 
603; Cro. Jac. 526; 2 Co. 32; Co. Litt. 5 b, 56 a, b; 1 Plowd. 171; 2 Saund. 401, n. 2; 1 Lev. 131; 1 Sid. 211; 1 Bos. & P. 
371 1 Cr. & M. 439; 4 Ad., & Ell. 761; 2 Nev. & M. 517; 5 Toull. n. 531. 2. The word appurtenances, at least in a deed, 
will not pass any corporeal real property, but only incorporeal easements, or rights and privileges. Co. Lit. 121; 8 B. & 
C. 150; 6 Bing. 150; 1 Chit. Pr. 153, 4. Vide Appendant.)

(and  APPURTENANT. Belonging to; pertaining to of right.)

Anything attached to a piece of land or building such that it becomes a part of that property, and is passed on to a new 
owner when the property is sold. It may be something tangible like a garage, septic system, water tank, or something 
abstract such as an easement or right of way.

Read more: http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/appurtenance.html

Does PSC tell RMP the RF and analog meters' ownership is that of the home owner?
Does PSC tell RMP the meters cannot be removed because they do not belong to RMP?
Does PSC tell RMP the home owner determines which meter is attached to their home?
Must this court refer RMP to the county attorney for recommended  prosecution for appurtennce theft?

37. Must RMP return my stolen analog meter in the same working condition as it was when RMP stole it?

38. Does the above law show the electricity in my home is mine allowing me to determine the intrinsic potential from 
the RF or analog meter?

39.  Does the above law show the electricity leaving my home belongs to RMP because it is no longer attached to my 
land's building for my enjoyment?

40.  Is RMP's demand they own and determine what type of electricity will travel my house wires, repugnant to the 
above law and our ratified constitution?  

41. Are RMP's ownership claims of my attached meter to use my property to strip me of my blessings of liberty, 
repugnant to the ratified constitution and above law?

42.  Does the above law mandate this court order my analog meter to be returned to me in the same working condition 
when it was stolen or RMP must purchase a new one, $35.00, and replace it on my property pursuant to the Utah Light 
and power contract?

42.A. Does the above law allow me to hire an electrician to attach the meter of my choice as long as it records the 
amount of electricity I use? 

Is RMP only entitled to compensation for electricty used?

43.  If comparisons with the last analog billing year show doubled electricity bills, must RMP return half of past 
electrical bills because I paid for unused electricity which is extortion and plunder and hidden taxes by a private non-
government taxing entity?

Is it just and reasonable for RMP to charge for  unused electricity?

Does such collection violate A. 13 and 14?   

44.  Since RMP has never denied their RF meter uses cell phone technology, are the cell phone studies not only relevant 
but are too low and must be increased in determining health care standards reflecting the fact RF cell phone 3.8 volts, is 
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much less than the RF meter's 60-120 volts?   

45. Is it 'given knowledge' that 60-120 volts of RF radiation poisoning does greater harm than 3.8 volts of RF radiation 
poisoning?

46. Must PSC use the health facts, warning, findings or other from the Bioinitiative 2012 reports, the National 
Toxicology Program 2016 report, IEEE's 50 yr medical health studies, PubMed published studies, and reputable foreign 
health studies in determining safe health standards?

47. Must PSC investigate schedules submitted instead of Ms. Wright's system of   receiving, reading and signing 
without any investigation the schedules comply with the above law?

48. Does receiving, reading and signing show RMP rules and governs herself thru usurp Utah powers?

Is RMP;s unconstitutional, illegal, unlawful title of torturing and serial murder nobility was granted by RMP?

49. Are all received,uninvestiaged, read and signed RMP schedules repugnant to the US ratified constitution?

50.  Are RMP's double billing, charging for unused electricity, repugnant to the US ratified constitution?

51.  Does RMP have the burden of proving their meters do not have hidden programs that double the used electricity 
charges?

52.  Has RMP submitted any study comparing the analog readings with the first RF meter readings for the same time 
periods?

53.  If so, does this study show large differences in charges affirming my allegations we are charged for unused 
electricity an internal program doubles, triples...the monthly bill?

54. If Dartmouth;s court order amended our constitution, would the constitution be rewritten giving the court judicial 
review powers and our constitution's preamble constitutional review be removed?

55.  Is Dartmouth a delusional amendment striking our republic and replacing it with a democratic form of government?

56. Is Marbury v. Madison a delusional amendment?

57.  Do RF meters pass the preamble's constitutional review:

a.  form a more perfect Union?
No, RF meters promote rebellion to preserve ones life from government serial murder of we the people? 

Must RMP be stripped of these stolen constiuttional arights?  

b. establish Justice?
RF serial murders are executions without information, trial, defense, conviction, sentencing showing that justice has 
been barred from our courts. lady justice is blindfolded carrying a tipped scale was carved into the door handles of 
Utah's old state courthouse warning all when they crossed the threshold justice would not be found.

Beating the "shit" out of the law abiding citizen gives that citizen a thirst for schizophrenic con artist blood.  shizo 
judges fly a fringed flag signifying they believe their courts are floating on the high seas. This bars justice instead of 
establishing it.

c.  insure domestic Tranquility?  
Government sanctioning RF meter installations do not promote peace at home. Con artists exercising imaginary 
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government greatly disrupts domestic tranquility. Refusing to obey Downes v. Bidwell and rXeturn to republic 
government has promoted hatred for government schizophrenic con artist's hallucinations corporate government is 
constitutional and democracy is the same as republicanism.  

When one is taught corporation is a ghost like the Emperor's New Clothes ghost, no one wants to be governed by insane 
con artists usurping republic powers to promote their imaginary ghost government, home  tranquility, peace and 
tranquility.  

d. provide for the common defence?  
Allowing serial torture murder will never promote love for this nation.  No one can serve two masters. Serial torture 
murders destroy one's willingness to fight for our nation and gives citizens a thirst for rebellion and the freedoms 
rebellion brings. ACLU told me citizens whom con artists have beaten the "shit" out of, forget in time.  Hog Wash!  I 
asked 2 questions of a "shitless in time beaten" citizen who was instantly at the mob level.  Law abiding citizens do not 
lay down and die.  They seethe, watch and wait for the opportunity to eliminate mad con artists and do to them what 
they have done to we the people.  God is behind such a revolution like he was when France decided to conquer Boston 
with her 300 armada, sunk to the bottom of the harbor.     
 
e. promote the general Welfare?
This uses taxes for Americans, not foreigners! It is equal protection of the law to Americans, not foreigners that promote 
the general welfare.  After teaching 10 Mexican, Jackson Elementary failing 2nd graders for a year, who never relented 
in expressing their hatred for me, causes hatred mirroring, not compassion.  I knew what parents of these children 
thought of Americans...their kids expressed their home taught ideas and beliefs at school.

Foreign hatred for everything I hold dear about my nation does not promote the general welfare. I could watch Ms. 
Wright eaten alive by zoo lions and not shed a tear. God said to not pity those He judges.  My love for God has no tears 
for those judged. I can mirror back to government employees what they have performed.

RF meters destroy the general welfare.  RF causes citizens to blame and desire revenge or the Art. 3.2's equity, equal, 
court's eye for an eye justice. RF destroys trust, cooperation and respect for one another while trying to figure out why a 
loved one is being tortured to death without cause.  I resent RF radiation poisoning murdering me but am glad for God's 
decision to resuscitate.  God has things for me to do or I would have died years ago. RE serial murdering meters do not 
promote the general welfare, they promote hatred for government and the lust of rebellion.  

and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity?
This standard lets me choose whether to receive radiation poisoning, not PSC nor RMP nor other. I choose whether to 
become a diabetic, not my doc[s meds.  I know what I want, not some crazed, self righteous, all knowing con artist 
running imaginary ghost government.  I choose whether to enter a court delusional judge flying the fringed flag 
satisfying his delusion his court is on high seas.  I am aware Mad Marshall did not know law and made it up as he went 
along.  I know Mad Marshal faded in and out of reality so fast he could not tell when he was sane and when he was 
delusional.  I know students forced to accept Mad Marshall as sane loose the ability to know right from wrong or reality 
and delusional.  I know very little today is real. Judges who sit in front of fringed flags broadcasting their madness they 
they are admirals conducting court on some ship on the high seas will never render the rule of law, equal protection of 
the law, and exercise A. 1, 7, 9 and the equity courts life for a life law, called do unto others what the law will do unto 
you. Who believes a fringe flying judge is sane or knows law or can be trusted to be non-biased.

RF meters operate because my secured blessings of liberty have been given to RMP applying Roe to me, the born. 
These basic rights belong to me and not to a con artist running corporate nonexistent ghost government. Any lawyer 
asking this court for standing to represent a ghost must be thrown out because he cannot tell reality from fantasy or he 
would know a non-existent ghost person has no standing in any court.  Reality comes for Art 3.2 that forbids giving 
ghosts standing in any American court. RMP must show her business license came from the King of England prior to be 
given corporate standing as was required in Dartmouth. It does not matter IRS is writing law to govern religion.  IRS 
has no law making powers. Its time to restore law and order by holding an A. 7 common law court on IRS employees  
and teach them what is law and what is not.  
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What is in Dartmouth is all there is in Dartmouth.  Interpretations cannot change what is in Dartmouth because 
interpretations are proof of madness, schizophrenia, blurring of fantasy and reality and so forth.  I demand to know how 
a human can communicate with any corporate ghost.  I demand a Downes v. Bidwell sane constitutional court.  

FR meters fail to pass even one of these 6 standards.  It takes l00% compliance for all 6 for a law to be constitutional.  
RF meters are not ratified, they are  madness striking our liberty to chose life over serial radiation poisoning death. The 
people are awakening.  Its now time for PSC to awaken and prevent the LDS prophecy fulfillment the streets of SLC 
Corp run with (government) blood.  

58. Does the word "or" exist between any of these 6 criteria?

59.  Do the commas and the word "and" show all 6 criteria must be met for a law to be constitutional?

60. Has any case law passed the preamble's constitutional law test?

61. What case law has been ratified?

62. Is the use of case law proof of insanity and treason?

63. Since Archibald Cox, former US Solicitor General, in his US SUP Ct book, preface, wrote the constitution does not 
give the court any power of judicial review, is the supreme court a branch of government with constitutional powers?

63. Does Art 6 (This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all 
Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; 
and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary 
notwithstanding.) mandate all judicial orders be bound the the supreme law...?

64. Does the word "in" include federal judges housed within states to obey this Art 6 mandate?

65. Was the US Sup Ct housed in a state when the constitution was ratified?

66. Did Mad Marshall cleverly set a trap to destroy all American judges?

67.  Did Mad Marshall combine court and church in violation of A. 1 to reinstate Salem's court/church justice?

67.A. Was Mad Marshall insane or very, very evil?

68.  Is Dartmouth repugnant to the US ratified constitution?

69.  May this court refuse to conduct a Bidwell v. Downes court?

70. Did RMP have access to season, experienced and trained lawyers before they secretly and forcefully installed RM 
meters, not wanted?

71.  Must PSC advise RMP when they failed to obtain their lawyer's advise in this matter, they waived all future 
objections?

72. Does RMP Corp's business license come from the King of England, a Dartmouth mandate to receive a corporate title 
of ghost nobility?

72. Does the Corporation title of ghost nobility maintain British political rule upon American soil?
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73. Is corporation repugnant to the US Constitution?

74. Is recognizing, giving standing to a corporate ghost, show mad Marshall believed he could talk to ghosts?

75.  Did RMP and her lawyers waive their right to now object to my FCC, PubMed, Nat'l Tox Prog...documents 
presented during the 'meeting' set up by RMP's Autumn, which were written and emailed to Autumn for a 2nd 
opportunity to object, which did not occur and now is 'set in stone?'  

76. Must this Downes court bar RMP's corporate ghost from court and hold an  exparte hearing in this matter where all 
of my demands are granted?

77. Must Ms. Wrights reading my complaint during the meeting at my home limit the sanctions this court may 
entertain?

78. Must all RF meters in a block radius be removed from other homes since the antemma waves go thru brick, 
metal....to cease RF serial murder of myself?

79. The thin man asked RMP's meter-man to measure the intrinsic frequencies.  He said the meter he brought could not 
do that.  Does this show RMP willfully and deliberately brought a meter to deceive Ms. Wright and myself by refusing 
to measure the IEEE frequencies proven to damage humans?

80.  Did the meter-man's meter choice show RMP is very aware of the IEEE, National Toxicology Program 2016 report, 
and other proven groups showing EMF, ELF (Navy's world choice of the Low RF's used for silent sub communication), 
rmr...health safety standards?

81. Does the meter-man's chart  affirm IEEE and other's proof intrinsic harmonic frequencies extremely dangers that end 
in death?

82. Does the time endurance listed on the chart prove RMP knew I had been irreparably damaged and that they have 
Ms. Wright's approval for such damage or they would not have boldly provided evidence supporting my injuries?   

83. Did RMP's refusal to provide any info prior to the meeting, show they have placed themselves above all law?

84.  Since doubling every electrical bill has like raked in trillions of dollars, does that money belong to removing all RF 
meters in Utah, paying compensation for loved ones that were tortured to death, expensive treatments for those being 
tortured to death, and paying for ads educating the public about the dangers of RF microwave radiation poisoning's 50 
yr known health harm?

85. Does Art. 1.1, 3.2, A. 1, 7, 9, 13 & 14 affirm the spiritual knowledge presented in 1 Jn. 3:15 Whosoever hateth his 
brother (sister) is a murderer: and ye know that no murderer hath eternal life abiding in him (her)...that no RMP 
employee and perhaps Utah's government will ever step food in heaven or ever lay eyes upon the Father again?

86. Since Art 5 says "no state, without its consent, shall be deprived of it's equal suffrage in the Senate, and A. 17 failure 
to state that ratification is consent of loss of senate suffrage prove our senate is a worthless branch?

87. Since we have a constitutional house elected by the people and a worthless 2nd house elected by the people with no 
voting suggrage, what laws are binding upon any states under Downes v. Bidwell?

88. Is any congressional law since April 8, l913 binding upon this court?

89. Is this court limited to the aforesaid law?  

90.  Must RMP put in a dialectical connection between my house and the street waterline to prevent stray current from 
following the waterline to my house from other homes attached to the water lines? 
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91. Does the spirit of the law have authority, power, jurisdiction to ever be exercised in America by any government 
employee?

92. Does this list prohibit other issues being added when they are discovered?

92. Is RMP liable for the small neutral return that is too small to carry the return load?

93.  Is the constitutional solution to serial RF murders the instant removal of the RF meter that instantly cease serial 
murders? 

94.  Does RMP have an electric monoply passing their overhead to patrons instead of being required to install larger 
neutral wireing back to the transformers and substations?  

95. Are RF serial murdered citizens liable for their own RF murders because they failed to get an electricity degree?

95. Has RMP's refusal to protect citizens from their dangerous RFs the real murderers instead of ignorant patrons 
committing suicide?

My hands run with proxy abortion blood. Elijah will charge me with proxy  murder of America's tiny helpless citizens 
granted secured blessings of liberty before they were conceived and born. I have no choice but to save my life and the 
lives of others though this action, a great defense for me and hopefully for some of Utah's government when Elijah 
comes to render judgment.  

I am amazed how God dug out laws and put them into my mind.  I am not a lawyer nor trained in law, yet I marvel over 
these issues designed to do  God's will on earth to stop senseless serial murders in a very lucrative RF meter double 
billing scam that must have accrued over a trillion in over ten years.

My track record has prepared the way for Elijah to restore our constitution and republic without a shot being fired. Even 
though I do not feel so, I must be very blessed.  My phone and computer have been controlled by some unseen power.  
My heart became so weak, 12/24/19, I went to urgent care for bacteria treatment...not so.  I am getting radiation 
poisoning my body cannot deal with.  See letter demanded I sign when I refused to go to the ER where they have no 
idea how to help me.

It is time Elijah came, prosecuted those using government powers to murder and get gain, and put the wheat in the barn. 
Not all of Satan's warriors were cast out of heaven and sent to earth.  There are too many on earth. Their numbers must 
be reduced to equal the number of saints so prophecy can be fulfilled.   

Dated this 11day of December, 2017.

Darlene Schmidt
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